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Periodic updates for residential appraisers
serving Fannie Mae customers
Welcome to our September 2022 Fannie Mae Appraiser Update. In this
edition, we explore the topic of competency. First, we focus on why
competency matters and the important role appraisers have. Next,
we dive into a discussion of how to gain and maintain competency.
We also provide an update on the Appraiser Diversity Initiative (ADI)
and introduce you to a few of the appraiser trainees who have been
through the program.
Please use the Contact Us link at the end of this newsletter to tell us
what you would like to read about in future newsletters.
Collateral Policy Team
Fannie Mae

This summary is intended for reference only. All criteria are subject to the formal terms and conditions of
the Fannie Mae Selling Guide. In the event of any conflict with this document, the Selling Guide will govern.
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Why competency matters
Fannie Mae requires that an appraiser be competent
in the scope and scale of an appraisal before
accepting the assignment. But why is that important?
There is, of course, the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), the standard
that all appraisers must follow when performing
appraisal duties. The USPAP 2020-2021 Edition
Competency Rule states, in part:
“An appraiser must determine, prior to agreeing
to perform an assignment, that he or she
can perform the assignment competently.
Competency requires: 1. The ability to properly
identify the problem to be addressed; 2. The
knowledge and experience to complete the
assignment competently; and 3. Recognition of,
and compliance with, laws and regulations that
apply to the appraiser or to the assignment.”

Beyond the standards, there’s an equally important
reason for an appraiser to have competence in the
appraisal assignment they are undertaking: the
public trust. This includes the consumer’s trust that
the appraisal is performed with the highest level of
competence and expertise, and that the assignment
results are credible.

When performing desktop appraisals, for instance,
an appraiser doesn’t visit the property. They may
not have discussions with the homeowner or drive
the neighborhood, and possibly may not live in the
state where the property is located. Before accepting,
appraisers must ensure they have access to and
understanding of the data and tools needed
to perform the assignment to ensure that the
report produced is credible and engenders trust
in the results.
This is true for hybrid appraisals as well. This kind
of appraisal assignment is made after a property
data collector has visited the subject property
to collect factual data on the home, along with
measurements and photographs that will be shared
with the appraiser. To maintain trust in the process,
the appraiser performing the hybrid appraisal
must be competent and experienced in the actions
required to complete the appraisal process, including
understanding the market area and selecting
appropriate comparables.
Fannie Mae’s requirement that the appraiser be
competent before accepting an assignment benefits
all parties to the transaction by ensuring the
appraisal can be performed with the highest level
of professionalism, accuracy, and efficiency.

This consumer trust in the process underpins much
of our mortgage finance system. We’ve all seen
the headlines about poor appraisals that either
undervalue or overvalue homes. Setting aside the
potential bias issue, some of this can be attributed to
lack of competency by individual appraisers. These
headlines, much like the blame heaped on appraisers
after the 2008 housing crash, erode public trust in the
appraiser profession.
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A closer look at
competency
The appraisal profession, as well as the markets in
which appraisers work, are constantly changing. If an
appraiser isn’t growing their competency, they may
be falling behind. Factors like specific geographic
knowledge, property type expertise, access to local
data sources, appraiser licensing, adherence to the
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP), and (if required by the client) adherence to
the appraisal requirements in our Selling Guide impact
an appraiser’s qualifications and their competency to
perform an assignment.
One important distinction between USPAP guidelines
and our Selling Guide is that we require the appraiser
to be competent before accepting the assignment.
Fannie Mae does not allow the flexibility of becoming
USPAP-competent after assignment acceptance.
The first step to growing competency is identifying
which knowledge areas are lacking or in need of
refreshing. Is a property type unfamiliar? Is a market
unexplored but open to expansion? After determining
the area of focus, the appraiser can then build
competency to produce credible assignment results
for future appraisals.

The first step to growing competency
is identifying what knowledge areas
are lacking or in need of refreshing.
Let’s take a moment to talk about geographic
competency. Geographic proximity does not equal
competency. The reverse is also true. Extensive
knowledge of a market doesn’t disappear overnight,
even if the appraiser relocates farther away.
However, while geographic proximity does not equal
competency, proximity is advantageous for developing
competency.
Appraisers can gain competency in a variety of ways:
• Learn through doing. Some knowledge and skills
are developed through practical, boots-onthe-ground experience dealing with numerous
appraisal problems that are part of a subject
property’s unique set of attributes.
• Learn from peers. Working with an experienced
appraiser or mentor who already has the desired
competency to solve unfamiliar problems
can expand one’s own competency. Ongoing
discussions with colleagues help appraisal
professionals stay informed about emerging issues
and market changes.
• Obtain better tools. Identify new tools, apps,
data sources, and analytical methods. Learn
how they work and how they can inform the
appraisal. Understand how to validate alternative
data sources.
• Review federal, state, and local laws that involve
the subject property and any impact they may
have on the valuation.
Gaining and maintaining competency requires
constant learning because of one constant factor:
change.
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Appraiser Diversity
Initiative update
In 2018, Fannie Mae collaborated with the National
Urban League to launch the Appraiser Diversity
Initiative (ADI). The initiative is designed to attract
diverse new entrants to the appraisal profession
by helping them navigate education, training, and
experience requirements. The Appraisal Institute® and
Freddie Mac have since joined forces with us. We are
proud to say that ADI is successfully attracting aspiring
appraisers, awarding them education scholarships,
and seeing them launch their careers. As of August
2022, ADI has awarded 416 scholarships, with 303
of those awarded in 2022, thanks to a generous
grant from JP Morgan Chase. We currently have 342
scholarship winners who are active in the program and
pursuing their qualifying education. Thirty-two of them
have taken the next step — they’re currently working in
the appraisal industry.
As ADI’s scholarship winners complete their qualifying
education classes provided by the Appraisal Institute,
we match them with advisors who are experienced
real estate appraisers. We encourage them to become

more involved in the community of appraisers by
attending an appraisal conference. We also suggest
they gain additional knowledge by completing
specialized appraisal courses and learning from
industry leaders in small-group settings. This allows
these new members of the appraisal profession to
gain insights and access to a professional network that
adds value as they start their careers. Appraisal firms
large and small have supported the new appraisers
by joining ADI as sponsors and agreeing to supervise
at least one ADI scholarship winner. ADI is looking for
more veteran appraisers across the country interested
in employing these motivated new professionals
in their businesses. If you would like to become an
ADI sponsor as a supervisory appraiser, please visit
appraisalinstitute.org/adi for contact information.
We would love to answer your questions and provide
more information. You may be able to change a
life and strengthen your appraisal business with an
introduction to your next appraiser trainee.
Take a look at some of our ADI scholarship winners
currently working as appraiser trainees, sharing their
experiences, and learning from other appraisers at
recent appraiser conferences.

Rosemary Garcia, who we first met

Niesha Hinton, Marcus Knight, Tunisia

Jessica Brown, our first ADI scholarship

at an appraisal conference as an

Whitaker, Huina Guan, Damon Hall,

winner, spoke at the 2022 Appraisal

aspiring appraiser, joined the panel at

and Rosemary Garcia also attended

Institute Annual Conference on the topic

the recent Valuation Expo to discuss

the Valuation Expo, engaging with other

of working efficiently with trainees and

the trainee-mentor relationship.

trainees and experienced appraisers.

finding supervisory appraisers.
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In case you missed it
We’ve updated the Standardized Property Measuring Guidelines with some new
and substantively revised FAQs, including clarifications on the terms declaration
and statement of finished sq ft, and more detail on how lenders will know that
appraisers used the American National Standards Institute® (ANSI®) standard.

Read the Standardized Property Measuring Guidelines

For more info

Have questions or comments
about appraisal topics?

Contact us
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